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NEWSLETTER 

 

 

    

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hours of leisure 

Miles of pleasure 
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Happy retirement  

 

 

 

 

  Its with great jealously that we announce the clubs very own single/fixie sales 

man is now retired and free to focus on cycling adventurers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I cant get over the likeness on the cake. Enjoy your retirement Keith.  

 

Seeing Bradley Wiggins 221 times (John Milner  

 

Like all good tall tales this isn't exactly true but it almost is. The last 220 times 

were more like one long time but him getting closer to us on 220 occasions. Even 

that is stretching it a bit. But the first time we saw him, we definitely did only see 

him once. 

 

So taking things in a more logical order some friends and myself had always 

fancied seeing Paris Roubaix and riding some of the pave ourselves. So on 10 

April we piled ourselves our bikes, baggage and booze into two cars and headed 

off from Blighty. We based ourselves in Tournai, just over the French border in 

Belgium. The place was a historical masterpiece and strangely like a ghost town 

except for the local friterie which was busy dolloping mayonnaise onto frites for 

people who seemed to have appeared out of nowhere. Obviously some beer and 

frite based carb loading was in order. 

 

 

After a further sequence of beer, frites, beer, steak, frites, beer, beer, sleep, coffee 

and croissants we made for the Carrefour de l’Arbre to watch the race in blazing 

sun and wind. At this point we hit the local authority goodies stand and were given 

promotional caps and dog poo bags, which on returning home were better received 

by my family than any previous presents. 

 

 

So after watching the race approach on the big screen at the end of the section and 
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On the day before the race we peddled off to find some of the mythical pave but 

on route got involved in a ‘day before’ sportive which involved rain, riders and 

one fall into a drainage ditch ( on one of the sections after Carrefour de l’Arbre ) 

necessitating a repair to a bent rear derailleur using a brick. It certainly felt epic 

even though we didn’t overtake many riders. We finally found ourselves in 

Roubaix. Being mistaken for sportive entrants we were directed into the 

velodrome with everyone else where it took great restraint not to pick up a 

finishers medal after the obligatory lap. 

 

 

After a further sequence of beer, frites, beer, steak, frites, beer, beer, sleep, coffee 

and croissants we made for the Carrefour de l’Arbre to watch the race in blazing 

sun and wind. At this point we hit the local authority goodies stand and were given 

promotional caps and dog poo bags, which on returning home were better received 

by my family than any previous presents. 

 

 

So after watching the race approach on the big screen at the end of the section and 

listening to a flag clad drunk Belgian choral society singing devotional cycling 

anthems we made our way halfway down the section to see Bradley. We saw him 

once for about one second six inches away as he sped along in the gutter in pursuit 

of glory. Unfortunately he didn’t find it. 

 

 

So was that one second worth it? Emphatically yes! Riding the pave and the whole 

experience was a blast and definitely to be recommended. 

 

 

Our second look at Bradley on 7th June was a bit easier and a bit more corporate. 

The same friends ( less one ditch lover due to a ticket cock up ) pitched up at the 

Olympic velodrome.  The atmosphere was great. It was bit like a festival with big 

queues for the all the bars and food and speakers at Notting Hill carnival volume. 

 

 

Bradley looked exactly the same for an hour and then slowed down and lifted his 

arms up at the end so we really saw him once but he came past 220 times. Once 

when when he came on and then 218 times during the world hour record ride and 

once on his victory lap and he was about 500 times further away than when we 

first saw him. We didn't get a promotional cap this time ( or any dog poo bags ) as 

we were late arriving and they'd all been snaffled up and have since been seen on 

eBay. But we were there and he did find glory this time. 
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Racing Results 
 

1/3/15  Sussex CA 23  GS/194 

A Gibson v   1.07.50 

 

8/3/15 East Surrey RC 27   GS/491 
A Gisbon v    1.15.17 

 

14/3/15  F & C CC 10  H10/8 

A Gibson v    25.13 

 

22/3/15     GCC 10    Q10/24  (roadbikes) 

S Gibson   22.56 

S Hunter v   28.18 

K Gleadow v   28.30 

G Terry    29.28 

K Ward v    30.01fxd 

C Wilson   31.23 

 

25/3/15     G25/43 

A Gibson v    1.10.42 

 

29/3/15   GCC 10   Q10/24  (roadbikes) 

D Evans   28.05 

J Smith v   30.40 

S Harrington   30.59 

H Tucker   31.27 

K Ward v   31.52fxd 

 

5/4/15  KCA/Eldridge Memorial 25 

M Coulter v    1.07.18 

 

8/4/15   GCC 10      Q10/24 

S Harrington   27.33 

D Barclay v   27.48 

P Edwards v   28.17 

K Gleadow v    28.36 

K Ward v    29.15fxd 

L Gardiner j   33.31 

 

11/4/15  Lea Valley 25    E2/25 

A Gibson v   1.02.12 

M Coulter v    1.03.02 

 

14/4/15   GCC 10      Q10/24 

M Coulter v    25.27 

K Gleadow v    26.00 

L Harrington   27.15 

 

 

P Edwards v   27.54 

K Ward v   27.54fxd 

M Gardiner v   28.59 

C Wilson   29.11 

D Barnes v    29.40 

M Simms v   29.56 

L Gardiner j    32.00 

 

15/4/15  CC Bexley  Q10/26 

 A Gibson v    23.34cpb 

 

19/4/15  KCA 25   Q25/20 

K Gleadow v   1.06.11 

M Coulter v    1.07.32 

 

21/4/15    GCC 10     Q10/24 

A Westwood v   22.06 

S Gibson   22.30 

S Harrington   25.50 

L Harrington   27.15 

K Gleadow v    26.00 

D Evans   26.45 

D Barclay v    27.31 

K Ward v    28.22 

M Sims v   29.48 

 

26/4/15  Addiscombe 25  G25/54 

A Gibson v    1.03.48 

 

28/4/15    GCC 10     Q10/24 

A Westwood v   22.35 

S Gibson   23.08 

K Gleadow v   26.15 

D Barclay v    27.40 

P Edwards   28.13 

K Ward v    28.57 

L Gardiner j    31.32 

 

3/5/15   SFA/Wigmore  Q10/22 

A Gibson   21.26PB 

S Hunter v    26.30 

 

10/6/15  SFA/Wigmore  Q25/20 

S Hunter  v    1.10.??  

 

12/5/15       GCC 10       Q10/24 

A Westwood v    22.21 

S Harrington   25.53 

K Gleadow v    26.37 

A Cook    26.39 

M Gardiner v   27.33 

M Sims v   30.28 

L Gardiner j    31.52 

M Harrington v    32.20 

 

19/5/15       GCC 10   Q10/24 
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S Gibson   23.27 

 

23/5/15      Medway Velo     Q10/24 

A Westwood v   21.48 

M Coulter v    25.43 

 

24/5/15       Bigfoot 25    Q25/8 

M Coulter v    1.04.09 

J Smith v   1.07.19 

 

26/5/15       GCC 10     Q10/24 

M Coulter v    24.50 

S Harrington   25.16 

L Harrington   25.37 

J Smith v   25.37 

K Gleadow v   26.01 

S Hunter v    27.14 

P Edwards v   27.57 

D Barnes v    29.04 

M Alexander   29.51 

 

30/6/15  VTTA Nat Champs V718 
A Westwood v    21.09 

 

9/6/15        GCC 10      Q10/24 

A Westwood v    22.12 

S Harrington   25.31 

J Smith v   25.51 

K Ward v    28.32 

M Simms v   29.25 

M Harrington v    31.01 

 

 

16/6/15    GCC 10     Q10/24 

A Westwood v    22.14 

M Coulter v    25.19 

S Hunter v    26.03 

K Gleadow v    26.05 

D Evans    26.30 

P Edwards v   27.40 

A Crothall v   27.40 

K Ward v    28.23fxd 

A Webster   28.27 

M Simms v   29.08 

D Barnes v    29.23 

L Gardiner j    29.46PB 

M Harrington v    31.05 

 

 

 

23/6/15   GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v    21.53 

M Coulter  v   24.55 

S Harrington    26.00 

K Gleadow v    26.10 

D Evans   26.12 

M Gardiner v    26.24 

A Crothall v    26.30 

P Edwards v    27.00 

K Ward v   27.48 fxd 

M Sims v    27.57 

M Harrington v    30.25 

 

27/6/15 API-Metrow E2/25 

M Coulter v               1.00.10 

 

30/6/15    GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v    21.59 

S Gibson   22.05 

L Harrington   25.07 

K Gleadow v    25.39 

S Harrington   25.46 

P Edwards v   26.28 

D Barnes v    27.51 

A Webster   27.51 

M Jones v    27.59 

M Harrington v    30.25 

 

2/7/15    PMR 10 Q10/1 

A Westwood v     

M Coulter v    23.49 

 

4/7/15      Herts Whs 10 F20/10 

M Coulter v   24.58 

 

5/7/15   VTTA(Kent) Q10/30 

M Coulter v    23.48 

 

9/7/15    PMR 10 Q10/1 

A Westwood v    21.17 

 

11/7/15   VTTA(EA) E2/25 

A Westwood v    54.42 

M Coulter v              1.01.15 

 

12/7/15   Gravesend CC Q25/8 

J Smith v   1.05.57 

S Harrington   1.06.15 

P Sangster v   1.18.11 
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14/7/15   GCC 10  Q10/24     
M Coulter  v   24.59 
S Harrington   25.47 
D Evans    26.12 
M Jones  v   27.17 
A Webster   27.20 
D Barnes  v   27.44 
 
16/7/15   PMR 10  Q10/1 
A Westwood v    21.36 
M Coulter v    23.45 
 
 

This & That ……… 

 
Sadly we have to convey news of the recent passing of Peter Baird.  A virtually continuous 
member since 1962 only Ian & Dorothy Stone have been members for longer.  A strong rider 
in his short competitive career but then always willing to organise and officiate for the Club.  
He was a dedicated GCC man.  More to follow on Peter in a later document. 
 
Congratulations  to Andy Sangster for organising the recent Ramsay Cup 25 event  & to 
family Sangster (Marlene, Jacinta, Harry & Jack) for the refreshments.  Thanks to to all the 
Club members involved in the marshalling and time-keeping – Mike Coulter, Patrick 
McMaster, Dave Abbotts, Graeme Moir, Andy Laing, Kate Savage, Jason Tibbs, Anthony 
Westwood, Andrew Webster & David Barnes .  Thanks  to Mike Savage  who did the event 
photography.  In the event Gravesend fielded a team (3 riders) the first time for many a year 
so well done to them – Pete Sangster, James Smith and Steve Harrington. 
 
Thanks to Ian & Dorothy Stone for their donation to Club funds. 
 
Congratulations to David Evans for his marathon Calais to Monaco ride.  His ‘thoughts’ with 
photo support will appear in the next Newsletter. 
 
Congratulations to Dave French  for his 80 mile Weald ride, which turned out to be 100 
miles in the end.  4 started but an unresovable mechanical meant one had to turn back.  
New technology – who’d have it???? 

 

SUBS – Don’t forget subs are now due if you are in your 2nd year with the 

Club.  £15 payable to Jason Tibbs, Treasurer, or Roger Stevens, 

Membership Secretary.  If you are competing in Club or Open events you 

need to be a paid up member for insurance purposes and in order to eligible 

for Club awards at the end of the season. 

 
Well done to Jason Tibbs who continues to lead the Sunday Club Runs.  Thanks to him for 

that.  It certainly looks good when all riders are in the GCC kit.  Sky kit ….yuk!  Cool has to 

be the light, white bright GCC kit as worn by those superb athletic specimens currently riding 

our local roads!!  Jason also takes a large brunt of the timekeeping at the Tuesday 10s so a 

big thanks for that too.  Also to Roger Stevens who regularly turns out to do the marshalling. 
 

19/7/15 VTTa 50 Q50/11 

M Coulter 2.07.48(PB) 

J Smith 2.15.36 
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Talking of kit a big well done  to Steve Harrington who has taken the kit responsibility but 

the horns and is providing a never end supply of Club riding and social wear which seems to 

sell out so quickly.  Certainly the change to Champion was the right, and good move.  If you 

need kit then Steve is your man 0794 6844152. 

 

Diary Date.  Annual Dinner & Awards Presentation.  5th December. Depending on 

number the venue to be confirmed.   

 

If from personal experience you are able to recommend a venue that would hold up to 

40 then please let me or Steve Harrington (Social Secretary) know 0794 6844152.  We 

have suitable venues but are always looking for new/alternative locations. 

 
Thanks & well done to all those who have come out and assisted with the timekeeping at 
the Evening 10s.  It does make a difference …. especially when the number of riders starts to 
creep up.  Please keep an eye on the rota for your turn …….attached at the end of this 
Newsletter. 
 
I am hearing unconfirmed reports on the grapevine that there is a retired fixed-wheeler now 
on the loose!! 
 

Your thoughts/help required…..  efforts are afoot to update the website.  What 

recommendations would you put forward?  What would you like to see 

changed/amended/added/deleted? 
Please send suggestions to Steve Harrington steve_harrington@live.co.uk At a committee 

meeting we will see what views have come forth and then make the relevant changes. 

 
 

A French ‘trial’ …..  Mike Coulter 

 
Having taken the bike to the south of France to get some warm weather miles in I soon came  
across some ‘cultural’ differences!!   
 
The first ride out was exploratory, but I soon came across a perfect road surface, which 
immediately brought to mind the contrasts with English surfaces and my bete noir the A227 
around the Camer Park/A227 junction.  Zipping along, admittedly with the wind behind, I 
was soon ‘beeped’, and then beeped again.  The road was over a vehicle’s width wide, but 
with concrete blocks along the centre line …. so, what’s your problem??  Then a driver pulled 
up alongside, window down, saying I shouldn’t be on the road and there where special 
cycles routes to ride on.    Indeed there are, as I later found out, but unfortunately I did not 
have the necessary MTB tyres in order to survive them.  I did turn round at the next 
roundabout, but on the way back to ‘safety’, still had people gesticulating out of the window 
to get off the road!!. 
 
On the outskirts of the town there was a bike shop so I stopped to find out what the 
situation was and he said that it is generally accepted that the cycle route along this road 
was what people rode …. locals knew of ways to avoid that particular road without going on 
the cycle routes.  We continued talking and I asked about racing in the area but he reckoned 
that the south is not that heavily into competitive cycling, compared to the north of France.  
The majority of the clubs tend to be sportif/randonneur riders. 
 

mailto:steve_harrington@live.co.uk
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On the main roads the drivers do not give much leeway for cyclists, even though there is a 
white-lined section for cyclists.  There is much greater awareness and forebearance in the 
north.  Strange to, how here it is so easy to look over the right shoulder but there it needs to 
be the left, and how restricted this movement can be, if remembered!  The road surfaces 
though, in general, are far superior to here, even on the small rural roads with very little 
traffic. 
 
I revisited the cycle shop and the owner had come up with a club that was holding a time 
trial in few weeks.  Just the job – and there was an additional prize winning category of 
‘super-anciennes’, - those over a certain age!!  Seemed good and expectation rose.  He 
downloaded a sheet with the information and contact details on. The first thing I discovered 
was that it was a 14 mile point-to-point, just one way, and then, when looking on the map, 
at an altitude of 750m/2250ft.  For time trials there you have to have a licence and pre-
register.  In my conversation with the organiser I asked for either an early start as I would 
either have to ride back and then drive back to the finish (my wife won’t drive in France) or a 
late start so that I could reverse the process – “yes, no problem”(in French).  In the event I 
might as well have been talking to the man on the moon as I started mid race and ended up 
parking mid-course! 
 
From my previous experience of northern French events I imagined a slightly amateurish 
local club event – it was a local club putting the event on – in which I might stand a chance.  
On that basis I had sorted out clear plastic bags in order to cover over the top of the helmet 
(tts=aerodynamics) and stick it down with gaffer tape.    However once I arrived at the 
signing-on area a slightly different impression began to dawn.  Disc wheels, deep section 
rims, skinsuits etc and then the number I was given didn’t correspond with the 1 minute 
intervals from the start time. I also had an automatic timing unit to go on the bike.   But yes, 
that was the right number and right start time. Then as I was driving out the car park a 
marshall excitedly came over to tell me “Jennie Longo is riding; you know, Jennie Longo”  
Mind elsewhere …“Jennie Longo, Jennie Longo????? You mean THE Jennie Longo, the 
multiple female road, time trial and Olympic world champion???”  “Oui, oui mnsr”  Some 
amateur club event this!!!  Turns out to be a trial run for the French national TT 
championships.  Plastic bags, gaffer tape, road bike is now turning into being slightly 
embarrassing. 
 
I had studied the map before leaving and the 14 mile route I had envisaged had not 
appeared very hilly but the road we took from the finish village to get to the start was mostly 
downhill and seemed to go on forever  This can’t be the race route.  “Are there marshalls out 
on the course or arrows on the road?”  “There’s one marshall where you turn right”  “One 
marshall….but aren’t there quite a few turns between start and finish?”  “No ..just the 
one….go along the main road to the junction, turn right and continue to the finish”  The 
route I had just driven along!!  Ok so it’s at over 2000ft, two thirds is uphill (6-700ft), the 
quality of rider is definitely not ordinary run of the mill   ….. what else is to come?  It’s 
definitely not Grain. 
 
In riding from the car to the start along the valley and then riding around waiting for my start 
it did seem a bit windy – so much so that some of the gaffer tape came adrift.  Well, ok, we 
get wind out at Grain.  Jennie Longo was there on her tt bike, small and compact, hunched 
over the bars; no wind resistance there then.  The ultimate pro she turned up seconds 
before her start time.  Pusher-off – nowhere to be seen just a timekeeper behind a barrier.  
The rider just hung onto the barrier until time to go and then propelled themselves forward.  
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The discrepancy between number, start time and information – well it was 2 mins between 
each rider now. 
 
Off I went, slightly uphill for 300m then levelled off for 5 miles.  Wind noticeable on the right 
shoulder but despite being sat up like a fairy on a xmas tree on the road bike I was managing 
just under ‘evens’.  Then the sharp right turn and ………… a ferocious block headwind, uphill  
…. For nearly  9 miles!   I was down to 6mph using a 39x26; I didn’t have a lower gear.  When 
the wind swirled it just blew you out into the middle of the road and at one stage I was lucky 
not to collect another rider as he was attempting to pass.  Even on the downhill sections (the 
overall uphill was stepped in  sections) you had to peddle as hard as you could in order not 
to come to a standstill.    Wind on Grain??  Following support vehicles, ‘no problem sir’ so a 
rider would pass and then seconds later a van or car with flashing lights.   Not too many 
passed me though and there were some still ploughing their furrow as I rode back. 
 
Finish board or flag?? No, so I had no idea where the finish was.  There was an open sided 
van with people sitting in it and leads running across the road  .. so possibly.  Once stopped 
and recovered it was then a 9 mile ‘ride’ back to the car with very few peddle revolutions – I 
was literally blown there, generating enough speed (up to 50mph) on the downhills to take 
care of the ups.  Once having driven back to the finish there was an interminable wait for the 
results, not  like here where you get your time and go.  Having waited , a mistake, there 
were speeches to thank the sponsors, the mayor etc, etc and then the presentations in all 
the categories with a podium for 1st, 2nd 3rd and photos with and without Jennie Longo ……  
but of times for individual riders not a mention!!!  Enough is enough; I’m off.  (the Garmin 
recorded 52.50 but whether that was actually where the finish was….. and when I last 
checked on that club’s website the event or results were not shown) 
 
What a contrast to Grain!!  Vive la difference!!  But we did have a nice afternoon doing 
touristy things in the local area, which I’m not sure you would flag up for Grain. 
 
 

Thanks!! 
 
 
The club sent Geoff Wiles a get well soon card and he has sent his thanks in and said his 
recovering well.  
 
Also the Sangster Family would like to thank everyone in GCC for there kind donations to the 
Ellenorlion Hospice a total of £430.. was raised in Kenneth’s memory  
 
 

GCC 2015 Evening 10s – Timekeeping Rota 
 
 
     Timekeeper   Asst Timekeeper** 
 
March 22 (Sun) 1100   M Coulter   A Rider 

 29 (Sun) 1100   M Coulter   A Rider 

 

April  7 1830   M Coulter   L Harrington 

 14 1830   D Barclay   M Harrington 

 21 1845   J Tibbs    K Gleadow 
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 28 1845   S Harrington   D Evans 

 

May 5 1900   D Barclay   S Gibson 

 12 1900   J Tibbs    M Jones 

 19 1915   S Harrington   M Sims 

 26 1915   D Barclay   S Hunter 

 

June 2 1915   J Tibbs    K Firmin 

 9 1915   S Harrington   A Westwood 

 16 1915   D Barclay   A Crothall 

 23 1915   J Tibbs    A Webster 

 30 1915   S Harrington   K Ward 

 

July 7 1915   M Coulter   M Gardiner 

 14 1915   J Tibbs    J Smith 

 21 1915   S Harrington   P Edwards 

 28 1915   D Barclay   L Harrington 

  

 

August  4 1900   M Coulter   M Harrington 

 11 1900   J Tibbs    K Gleadow 

 18 1845   S  Harrington   D Evans 

 25 1845   M Coulter   M Jones 

 

Sept  6 (Sun) 1100     A Timekeeper   A Rider 

 

 

 

 

** Asst Timekeeping = pushing off the start rider and if a lot of riders then time-starting the 

last riders.  The technique for this is straightforward and can easily picked up from the 

timekeeper starting the previous riders.  So there is nothing to worry about going wrong etc. 

If you are down to Asst Timekeep then come ready to ride as there may be, and often are, 

spare people who can fill in, hence you will be able ride.  

 

Marshalling at Fenn Bell.   This turn has to be marshalled.  Fortunately Roger Stevens is our 

regular and reliable marshall here, but infrequently he may not be available.  We will have to 

have a replacement.  Someone may have to ‘volunteer or be volunteered’ in order for the race 

to proceed. 

This does not happen often and Roger does give us advance notice.    

 


